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IT-Enabled Products and Services 

A Thought Leadership Roundtable on Digital Strategies 
An executive series presented by the 

Center for Digital Strategies at the Tuck School of Business 
 

The Americas chapter of the Roundtable on Digital Strategies convened in Cleveland at the 
Eaton Center in June 2013, to discuss the emergence of new products and services enabled by 
embedded IT.  These new capabilities in data generation, collection, and communication create 
important new opportunities for all kinds of applications and businesses, but they are also 
placing stringent new demands on IT organizations.  The Roundtable gathered to discuss topics 
relating to both sides of this dynamic, including business models, security concerns, impacts on 
IT and business operations, and the very nature of the future role of IT in the enterprise.  
Participants in the session included CIOs and their executive business partners from Bechtel, 
Chevron, Eaton, Eastman Chemical, the Hilti Group, Nike, and Time Warner Cable, as well as 
professors from the Center for Digital Strategies at the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth.   
 
 
Key Insights Discussed in this Overview: 
 
• Embedded IT applications are becoming ubiquitous.  From industrial hoses to running 

shoes, from construction tools to cable TV, enterprises are introducing new products and 
services that both incorporate and rely on traditional IT skills and technologies 
 .......................................................................................................................... 3–4, 5–6, 11-12 

• IT ‘Mega-Trends’ are simultaneously pulling and enabling solutions based on 
embedded IT.  Consumerization, Big Data, Mobility, Social Media, and the Cloud are 
having as strong an impact, and forcing as profound a transition, in embedded solutions as 
they are in every other domain of IT ............................................................................4, 5, 7, 9 

• Whole new categories of problems in privacy and security arise from embedded IT.  
The extended IT value chains created by embedded technologies create more “fumble 
points” on privacy and more vulnerabilities on security; resolving these is critical to success 
for embedded IT solutions .......................................................................................... 3–4, 9-10 

• Embedded IT requires new operating models for business, planning, and IT.  IT and 
product teams are having to engage earlier in product cycles, in new and different ways; 
these changes force new thinking in processes, skills, HR, and organizational structure 
 ..........................................................................................................................4–5, 7–9, 11–12 

• It’s still early days.  Notwithstanding the presence of many exciting applications in the 
market, technical capabilities are ahead of market understanding, forcing many enterprises 
to adopt a “technology-forward, marketing-back” approach to developing value 
propositions, supply chains, and revenue sources ........................................ 3–4, 5–6, 8, 11-12 

• “Who benefits from?” and “Who pays for?” IT-enabled products and services are 
questions forcing new thinking, from ideation to consumption.  Enterprises have barely 
begun to understand the capabilities and market opportunities created by embedded IT 
systems ................................................................................................................. 3, 4–5, 10-11 
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Introduction 
 
What is an “embedded system?”  Since the beginning of digital computing, this description has 
covered most use cases: 

An embedded system is a combination of computer hardware and software — and 
perhaps additional parts, either mechanical or electronic — designed to perform a 
dedicated function.  A good example is the microwave oven.  Almost every household 
has one, and tens of millions of them are used every day, but very few people realize that 
a computer processor and software are involved in the preparation of their lunch or 
dinner.1 
 

The Apollo Guidance Computer is among the most iconic embedded systems of our age:  a 
device brilliantly designed and programmed for the sole purpose of delivering astronauts to the 
moon and back.  By today’s standards, the technical limitations of this most-famous embedded 
device are stunning:  2 kilobytes of active memory; 32 kilobytes of read-only memory; 1.024 
megahertz clockspeed.2  By comparison, an iPhone 5 has 1 gigabyte of active memory, 16 
gigabytes of built-in storage, and a 1.3 gigahertz clockspeed.  Embedded systems with 
comparable or greater power lie in the hearts of devices ranging from dolls to mobile phones and 
digital cameras to avionics systems and automobiles, from medical devices to giant 
commmunications switches, and industrial equipment of all shapes, sizes, and purposes. 
 
Moore’s Law isn’t the only trend affecting embedded devices, however, as huge an impact on 
their power and capability as it has had.  Advances in wireless connectivity and communications 
technology have added a whole new vector to embedded systems:  These devices can now 
‘phone home’ to report on their status, upload and download data, and accept new operating 
instructions.  The number of such devices already active on this Internet of Things is estimated at 
nearly 10 billion,3 with 30 billion expected to be similarly connected by 2020.4 
 
This combination of massive compute power with seamless communications on relatively small 
and inexpensive chipsets has created opportunities for whole new products and services that rely 
on data.  As a result, product teams in companies are now beginning to require access to the 
skills and capabilities traditionally resident in Information Technology groups, including 
programming, database management, software architecture design, security, data analytics, and 
storage systems.  Meanwhile, many corporate IT departments have been trying to become more 
strategic to their parent businesses.  A perfect match…except that nothing is ever quite so easy. 
 
The Roundtable on Digital Strategies gathered to discuss the opportunities and obstacles 
presented by marrying IT with embedded systems, and strategies for coping with both the 
problems and prospects that are being created. 
 

                                                           
1 Programming Embedded Systems: With C and GNU Development Tools; Barr & Massa; O’Reilly Media 1999, 2007. 
2 Robertson, Grant, “How powerful was the Apollo 11 computer?,” Switched.com, July 2009. 
3 Forbes, “How Many Things Are Currently Connected to the Internet of Things,” January 2013. 
4 ABI Research, “More than 30 Billion Devices Will Wirelessly Connect to the Internet of Everything in 2020,” May 
2013. 
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Where Rubber Meets the (IT) Road 
 
Moderator Mark Lange kicked off the day’s discussion by asking for an example of an exciting 
product relying on embedded IT. 
 
“A piece of hose!” volunteered Bill Blausey, Senior Vice President and CIO of Eaton 
Corporation.  "If the hose gets abraded or contaminated, that causes a short, and it signals back to 
a continuous monitoring unit.  It’s unique because it’s so low-tech.  It predicts the failure of the 
hose, and it shows you can put these sensors in anything.” 
 
“These hoses are parts of a moving piece of machinery pressurized at hundreds of thousands of 
PSI, so they’re constantly being deformed,” continued Blausey’s colleague Daryll Fogal, Senior 
VP and Chief Technology Officer of Eaton’s Electrical Sector.  “When they break, a capital asset 
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars is going to sit idle.  The pressures are high enough that 
they’re dangerous.  So, the combination of safety and productivity and the advantages of 
predictive maintenance versus scheduled maintenance creates high value for the product.” 
 
“Do you need permission from your customer to have that data transmitted back to you?” asked 
Frank Boncimino, Senior VP and CIO of Time Warner Cable, raising one of the current primary 
concerns about embedded devices. 
 
“Yes, we do,” acknowledged Blausey.  “We can make money with this based on preventative 
maintenance and warranty, but it hasn’t fully been thought out how to commercialize it, since we 
obviously need permission from the customers.” 
 
“If I were your customer’s CIO, I wouldn’t allow that to happen,” Boncimino suggested,  
 

Because you could take that data and see what equipment is idle, and in fact 
maybe see that all the equipment in a region is idle.  You could forecast an 
economic slowdown or speedup before I could.  That kind of data can be 
monetized so well in this economy that you really have to think strategically 
about who’s collecting it and what they can do with it.  You say “maintenance;” I 
would think of selling the data to Wall Street. 
 

Martin Nemetz is the Head of the Hilti Group’s Competence Center for On-Demand and On-
Device Services.  He pursued the theme of whether and how IT within the product can be 
commercialized: 
 

For Hilti today, the revenue stream ends when we sell the drilling hammer or 
other equipment to the construction professional. But the process is even more 
interesting after we’ve sold the tool, and that’s where we’re trying to engage more.  
So a Hilti tool has a NFC chip inside, and you take your smartphone and scan the 
chip, and find out its identification, its next service, maybe some error messages.   
 
What we’d like to know is, “What is the customer doing with the tool”?  This 
could be a great source of inspiration for us to steer R&D in the right directions.  
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But this requires dealing with the challenge of customers saying, “Hey, I bought 
the tool from you. Don’t bother me any longer.” 

 
“It’s a similar problem to our embedded technology on the consumer side,” added Roland 
Paanakker, Nike’s CIO and VP. 
 

We started with a little puck in the insole of a shoe that measured speed and 
distance and communicated to early versions of the iPhone.  Now we have sensors 
that measure even more of an athlete’s performance.  So we have data on millions 
of individual athletes that say, “I know where you were, I know what you were 
doing, I know for how long you did it,” on a day-to-day basis. We are trying to 
figure out what the value of that data is, and first and foremost, what is the value 
for the customers, because if you don’t put them in charge of all that data, it 
becomes a very scary proposition for them.  If you cross that boundary of 
individual privacy, you lose the consumer trust, and then that’s the end of the 
brand. 
 
So we put them in charge by letting them choose how to share the information.  
“We can track your GPS location.  Do you want us to capture it, and if so, do you 
want to share it with your Facebook friends or your Twitter followers?”  It turns 
out people are willing to share way more information than you would think.  And 
we turn that information back at them:  “If you’ve run that much, it’s time for new 
shoes,” or “If you do that kind of running, this is a better shoe for you.”  And we 
have mobile apps that bring in comparison data with our high-performing athletes, 
and we translate that into a training service.  You can be trained on your personal 
profile and follow the same regimen as LeBron James. 

 
 
Follow the Money 
 
Bill Braun, CIO of Chevron Upstream Oil and Gas, speculated as to whether Nike’s technology 
could be extended to industrial applications.  “Wearable sensors can give an indication of fit-for-
duty, of fatigue, of dehydration, of strain.  We could use the information as part of our work 
processes. There are cases where we have to say, ‘No, we need you to wear the gloves.’  The 
sensors could tell us that.” 
 
“This could be part of personal protective equipment for doing a job,” agreed Greg Nelson, 
Senior VP and CTO of Eastman Chemical.  “If you can corporately deal with the privacy issues, 
and people know you’re monitoring them and sharing their data to keep them safe, you might be 
able to make it work.”   
 
Eaton’s Fogal identified a key theme underlying the discussion: 
 

One of the big challenges in this space is, Who pays?  We’re seeing technology in 
toys and consumer products like Nike’s because ‘who pays’ is very clear, and the 
business model flows properly.  When you get to B-to-B and machine-to-machine, 
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you’ve got longer value chains, and getting the person who receives the value to 
coincide with the person who pays is a unique challenge. 
The opportunities that move are those where people have figured this out. Think 
about the hydraulic hose:  Who’s going to get paid for the sensor?  Is it going to 
be Eaton, or the OEM who makes it, or the integrator who specs it to the customer?  
How do you align the incentives?   
 

Martin Schröder is Head of Hilti’s Global IT Process Competence Centers.  He emphasized both 
the value of these initiatives and just how early most companies are in evaluating and executing 
on embedded IT opportunities: 
 

At Hilti we do not compete with anyone on price:  We look at the whole value chain for 
where we can provide benefits along the way.  A smart mix of product, service, and 
software to address something of high value to a specific customer creates a complex 
solution that will be very difficult to copy.   
 
But it’s not so easy to say “We’ll make a few bucks on that,” because it requires heavy 
investment in tools, IT, reporting to handle Big Data, sensors to create the data.  We are 
very good already at the known-unknowns; now we want to move into the unknown-
unknowns.  We look at different data points and find correlations that are very surprising, 
that can be of high value to us. 

 
“The true benefiter of the information might not be the one that has to pay for it,” summarized 
Geir Ramleth, Senior VP and CIO of Bechtel Corporation.  “So you have to spec out your whole 
value chain and lay out the swim lanes to determine who has to take the cost.  And now you have 
to change your sales cycle to include these other people.” 
 
Scott Taylor, VP of Corporate Development Operations at Time Warner Cable, had earlier 
described a project being jointly undertaken by TWC and its MSO partners to deploy 100,000 
public wi-fi access points.  He explained how TWC solved Fogal’s puzzle: 
 

This isn’t an incremental revenue stream; you won’t get another charge on your 
cable bill.  But we incur costs on attachment rights for the access points.  So 
we’ve partnered with our small and medium business customer base to extend the 
value chain:  Joe’s Coffee Shop is incented to install our access point in order to 
provide wi-fi value to their customers.  It allows us to deploy that access point 
without incurring attachment fees.  It’s a win-win. 

 
 
“Where There’s Mystery, There’s Margin” 
 
The deployment model behind TWC’s wifi access points raised the question of business logic.  
“Of these various initiatives,” asked moderator Mark Lange, “How many of them are just 
reinforcing the value proposition that you already have in your core business, and how many are 
genuinely incremental revenue-generating opportunities?” 
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For TWC, responded Taylor, “The real value is to provide customers access outside the home, 
with the objective of providing incremental value to retain customers.  Have we seen a 
significant impact on reduced churn for these customers?  It’s a resounding ‘yes.’” 
 
“Most of us are doing these things to either solidify or broaden the current base,” Bechtel’s 
Ramleth observed.  “’How can I get the stickiness and keep the business that I have?’  We are 
not selling this business, it’s an incremental business.” 
 
“A lot of these things are terrific for avoiding commoditization,” suggested Fogal, extending 
Ramleth’s point.  “They’re breathing new life into old categories. Where there’s mystery there’s 
margin, and this stuff is hard to do.  It helps preserve margins for longer.” 
 
TWC’s Boncimino proposed another level of value to IT-embedded products and services:  “Up 
front, our wifi project is about providing even more value for a customer’s Internet subscription 
which in turn helps reduce churn.  But then there’s a wave of innovation that that will go on top 
of this plant, and we’re going to get financial benefits from that.” 
 
“Exactly!” agreed Ramleth.  “You lead into that business.  It doesn’t start with being the 
business.” 
 
“Can we take technology to new industries?” asked Nelson, referring to Paanakker’s example.  
“Nike is cutting-edge in how using sensors-in-motion. I know a big tire manufacturer that’s 
working on putting sensors in tires.  Is there an opportunity to enable a whole new business 
model by transferring this knowledge to other industries?” 
 
Hans Brechbühl, Executive Director of the Center for Digital Strategies and the host of the 
Roundtable, referred to an article in the McKinsey Quarterly that provided a framework for 
segmenting embedded IT applications5. “They break this area meant for business into two broad 
categories:  Information & Analysis on one side, and Automation & Control on the other” he 
explained. 
 

Under Information & Analysis, they have: 
• Tracking behavior:  Examples like presence-based advertising, and not just for 

people, but also for things 
• Enhanced situational awareness:  Currently for law enforcement and security, for 

example figuring out immediately where a gunshot came from 
• Sensor-driven decision-analytics:  For example, remote patient monitoring 

 
On the Automation & Control side, they have: 

• Process optimization:  For instance, being able to make continuous small 
adjustments in a manufacturing line to prevent jams 

• Optimized resource consumption:  Examples in data centers, smart utility meters 
• Complex autonomous systems:  Traffic management to prevent accidents, or 

using robots to clean up hazardous waste 

                                                           
5 Chui, Michael et al., “The Internet of Things,” McKinsey Quarterly, March 2010. 
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“The overall theme is that business models today are based on a largely static information 
architecture, and those business models will face real challenges in the future,” Brechbühl 
finished. 
 
Boncimino from TWC started to list the IT factors required to be successful in Information & 
Analysis applications:  “When you have a product that needs to be personalized to the needs of a 
specific customer, then it’s all around identity management, big data analytics, recommendation 
engines.  Those are all IT skills that you couldn’t take advantage of in products before, but now 
they put IT right in the middle.” 
 
“A portal infrastructure, where you can connect to the data and move things in and out quickly, 
is another key enabler,” added Eaton’s Fogal. “An open API strategy,” continued Chevron’s 
Braun.  “And the security and infrastructure layer to support these environments,” concluded 
Fogal’s colleague Blausey. 
 
 
The IT Elephant on the Business Table 
 
“There’s a hidden problem here,” Fogal from Eaton suggested.  “Lots of the value points I’m 
going to deliver in embedded IT are just ‘spears:’   They’re very narrow, very pointed, very 
focused.  None of them can bear the cost of infrastructure.  For my business plans to work, what 
I need from my CIO partner is for IT to pay for the broad infrastructure.  But IT is not usually 
structurally connected to customer value.   That’s the hard puzzle to think through.” 
 
“If I look at my IT shop,” observed Keith Sturgill, VP and CIO of Eastman Chemical, 
 

Our mission for the entire time we’ve existed has been to enable the operation of the 
business in as cost-effective and efficient a way as possible:  core networks that work 
reliably all the time, business systems that work every time, all the time. When you start 
thinking about expanding IT’s mission into big data ideas, analytics and productivity, and 
all of these other things, it’s a stretch for us.  It’s an opportunity as well, but it’s a stretch, 
because we’re about enabling the business every day. 
 

Schröder described a turning point in Hilti IT’s relationship with its business operations: 
 

Years ago, IT had a very bad reputation.  We were known as the bread-and-butter service 
guys, who you talk to when you need a new PC.  We weren’t seen as integrated with the 
business.  And once it’s in the brains of the people that you’re like that, it’s a very 
difficult process to change perception. 
 
We were upgrading our CRM system.  People told us what they needed, and we delivered 
exactly that.  And everyone looked at it and said, “It’s ok, but not exciting.  Old system, 
new system, what’s the difference?  It’s not easier to use, it’s not better.” 
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That was a big slap in the face for us.  So we had a new guy, without so much Hilti 
history but good Hilti education, go on rides with our salespeople.  He observed how they 
were working, and where in the process they were working.  He saw where the process 
didn’t flow, where they complained.  And he came up with improved usability by adding 
clever mobile apps to parts of the process that weren’t supported well by laptops. 
 
Based on that, we completely re-launched the system with all of this new stuff and 
everybody was excited.  The project turned from a disaster into one of our gems.  And the 
perception changed, that we were able not just to do what someone tells us, but to go 
beyond and come up with good things.  The learning is, you need to be eye-to-eye with 
your business partners, even a step ahead of them in delivery.  And that convinces them 
that you play in the same league and add value. 
 

“The rules of the game are different in enterprise technology versus product technology,” Nike’s 
Paanakker agreed.   “If you try to apply enterprise technology rules to a commercial conversation, 
it’s not going to work:  The timelines are different, the investment models are different.  That’s 
part of the dilemma.  We used to be asked to deliver, and now we’re being asked to be creative, 
too.” 
 
Many of the participants were familiar with traditional stage-gate models for product 
development.  Paanakker touched on the changes that IT-enabled products are beginning to make 
on the product development process: 
 

Things are changing because of technology embedded in products.  One is agile 
development methods.  It’s much more trial-and-error, and especially in the beginning 
it’s ok to fail and write it off.  Whereas traditionally, we think about long life-cycle 
projects — which is completely upside-down for this type of work. 
 
There’s also much more third-party involvement, with idea collaborations or partnerships 
outside the traditional company boundaries.  That implies that the ways we do projects, 
the methods we use, all need to be much more standards-based and open than they were 
in the past.  So it fundamentally changes how we do IT. 
 

“From the TWC perspective,” added Taylor, 
 

One of the needs we have as a new business group is to fail quickly, or succeed and keep 
going.  The classic model of ‘get in a silo and document books of requirements and 
articulate every single detail and throw it over a fence to IT’ just wasn’t going to work, it 
wasn’t going to allow us to move at the pace we needed.  We can’t take two years to do 
this; we need to take two months.    By involving IT earlier in the process we can move 
much more quickly, and it’s worked well for us. 
 

“This change isn’t welcomed inside IT,” said Bechtel CIO Ramleth, continuing with the theme, 
“But it’s really, really welcomed outside.  We are getting more and more SaaS, and if you think 
about it, SaaS creates a platform that lets you in business and me in IT, on different sides of the 
fence, actually have a common denominator.”  
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“We’re continually trying to blur those lines,” Eastman’s Sturgill agreed.  “We’re trying to not 
have a bright line between what’s IT and what’s Sales, what’s Marketing, what’s Product 
Development.  We’re  deeply embedding  IT professionals who have a business bent into the 
various organizations, so that when you’re in a room it’s not obvious at all who’s from IT and 
who’s from business or Product Development.” 
 
Bill Blausey of Eaton returned the discussion full circle to where his colleague Fogal began it: 
 

Today, the alignment between IT and the product development organization is around a 
set of key operational processes, PLM-kind of things:  “We’ll get your ERP in place.”  
Our alignment around how IT can enable portals, large data, in-memory machines to 
enable analytics — there’s a disconnect between our capabilities and the product space. 
We’re not well aligned around what makes sense.  The business people don’t understand 
infrastructure; IT don’t have a good feel for product development roadmaps.  There’s 
work to do to get onto the same page beyond PLM. 
 
 

Change Happens 
 
Tuck’s Brechbühl asked what else in IT “will have to change as a result of this:  different 
security issues, different approaches to data, completely unanticipated operational implications?” 
 
“If we look at Hilti,” Nemetz responded, “We see richness if we could combine customer data 
and usage data from the tools with our in-house transactional data.  This is a challenge, because 
the transactional data is our solid core, and it can’t change easily.  But the usage data needs to be 
flexible, because we get different data depending on the use case.  The treasure is in the 
combination of those two things, but it’s difficult.” 
 
Sturgill described Eastman’s approach to the combination problem: 
 

We are running an experiment in how we leverage data.  We formed a department called 
Data Science, which combines three skill sets previously spread across the company:  the 
traditional IT skill set of business intelligence, plus formally-trained statisticians and 
operations research professionals.  We believe this combination of skills will yield great 
insights for our business.  It’s our attempt to increase our speed of decision-making at 
every level within our company. 
 

With respect to new types of analysis, “We have found that some of the most intriguing analysis 
on the data comes from our security group,” Ramleth told the group.  “The standard business 
intelligence guys know what they are looking for, so they try to make up a case for what they 
already know.  The security guys come up with some amazing things, because they just dig in 
and look for something weird.” 
 
“The security space is all about anomalies,” observed Chevron’s Braun, shifting to the specifics 
of data protection, rather than analysis. 
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Security issues with the “Internet of Things” are affecting us more than anything right 
now.  We have 5-to-10 year capital projects, which then run for 30 to 40 years, and this 
“Internet of Things” shows up in motors and valves and all over the place in ways that 
aren’t in the spec and that we never anticipated, but you just can’t buy devices without it 
anymore.  A couple of these have gotten our security guys’ attention, because they looked 
like some kind of anomaly. 
 
The subcontractors may not even know that things are showing up this way, and so it 
effectively becomes unmanaged IT that’s now in a production facility.  The technology is 
changing faster than management and project practices can handle, and companies are 
way behind the curve in being able to manage it. 

 
“You’re right,” agreed Blausey.  “Any component or system that has embedded software, or 
even a port on it, is a hackable device.  And if it’s controlling critical infrastructure … They’re 
all targets, and they’re not secured as well as they could be.” 
 
“Terrorism, theft of intellectual property, business interruption.”  Eastman’s Nelson listed out 
some of the risks from unsecured IT. 
 

Someone hacks in.  What if you have materials going through a big integrated refinery, 
which takes forever to bring back up once it goes down?  Can somebody pull off an 
attack that disables it, or puts it in a place where no one can control it?  The smarter the 
devices get that we buy with all this embedded technology and intelligence, ultimately we 
have to ask, ‘What’s behind the curtain there?  What’s in those systems?’  For years we 
assumed that our operating systems were OK.  But were they? 
 

“One mitigation,” Braun responded, “Is that early in the engineering specs, if it’s Internet-
enabled, then sorry, we’re going to disable it.  I don’t care what it can do; unless we have 
explicitly asked for it to be turned on, then it will be turned off, and we’ll have a review process 
as to whether to turn it on as part of integration.” 
 
Eric Johnson, a Professor at Tuck, pointed out one of the obstacles to good information security 
governance:  “Some of this is just maddening, because as soon as we start categorizing data, 
somehow it all bubbles to the top and pretty soon everything is important, so nothing is 
important.  Everything gets escalated, but do we ever build processes to de-escalate the data?” 
 
“Or it goes the opposite,” exclaimed Nelson.  “If you’re building the argument that you need 
ease of access to the data, then you start pushing it down the pyramid, and you don’t protect 
anything.  Many of us struggle with the productivity-security balance.” 
 
“We’re still very much in the early stages of cyber-security and information management,” 
Ramleth summarized.  “People assume they are happening, but they’re not necessarily driven by 
good governance in the same way that we have good governance around financials and human 
resources.  Think about the information assets that are not on your balance sheet; don’t you 
really want to have governance over them, all the way to the Board level?” 
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“But maybe your tier one data isn’t your tier one data,” Fogal suggested, challenging the 
conventional wisdom about data governance.  He cited the now-famous example of Goldcorp 
publishing its entire mining seismic data portfolio. “There’s an expression, ‘Information wants to 
be free.’  It’s a bit heretical in corporate culture, but we shouldn’t necessarily dismiss the idea.” 
 
“Liberated,” clarified Ramleth, “Not monetarily free?”  “Correct, but sometimes you can’t 
monetize it until you liberate it,” Fogal answered. 
 
 
Magic Happens, Too 
 
In addition to security, another major recurring topic throughout the day was the changing nature 
of the people and skills required in IT’s new world.  Greg Nelson explained one of the reasons 
this is becoming such an issue:   
 

What has dragged our IT organization into new things is that Eastman as a company, 
having been B-to-B for all of its history, is beginning to launch consumer-facing 
businesses. The more you interact with consumers, the more you recognize what you 
don’t know about them, and that your marketers who do know don’t even speak the same 
language as your IT people.  Social media is dragging them, together, into unexplored 
territory.  So how do we find the talented people who can help us think about offerings 
and engagement in this channel, and then pull in the IT experience to execute? 
 

“We do a lot of joint ventures,” offered Bechtel’s Ramleth.  “Putting down the ground rules early 
is really important, because if you don’t you’re going to regret it pretty quickly.  You have to 
really look into corporate cultures and cross-boundary cultures, because some of them are easy to 
work with, and some are very hard.” 
 
“Do partners present themselves to you, or do you find them based on an internal sense of 
direction?” asked Lange. 
 
For Eaton, Fogal said, 
 

Partnering is a behavior that we’re trying to encourage through an open innovations bank.  
Government labs, universities, DOE, DARPA — they all actively bring in ideas.  We 
even have little ways of describing it:  “Fortune favors the prepared mind.”  How do you 
prepare your mind?  You go out and do the open innovation.  We actually kick people out 
of our organization and out of their comfy offices to go work on this. 
 
We have deep internship programs, leadership development programs.  We sponsor 
master’s degrees and PhDs all the time.  Our latest program has 20 boutique suppliers 
that we brought in and said, “Show us what you’ve got that’s cool.”   So around the world, 
people call into these things and see what’s cool.  I call it “technology forward, market 
back.” When you get the right mix and they touch in the middle that magic happens.  But 
it’s a bear, you have to be actively doing it all the time. 
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Innovation needs to happen inside the organization at least as much as it has to happen with 
partners.  “IT people have to be more extroverted,” Ramleth told the group. 
 

They have to be more business minded; they have to speak to the bigger picture.  Those 
who have a bit of sales and marketing will succeed better.  In the last year at Bechtel we 
have changed about 20% of our workforce in IT by looking for different kinds of people.  
When you do that, you have to be sure to have their backs, and break down barriers.  We 
have not found a formula, but when you get somebody with that little bit of new thinking, 
it’s amazing what they can drive. 
 

“That’s true for more than just the IT professionals,” Nelson suggested.  “We’re moving towards 
people who can be more outwardly-focused, better engaged in sensing the world and bringing 
insight back to the hard-core techie crew.  It’s fewer people, but able — they don’t have to be on 
the interface, they just have to talk to the people who are on the interface.  We don’t have time to 
sit back and think about our solutions for a year or two.  The pace of the world is moving quickly, 
and we can’t use old systems anymore.” 

“But the majority of IT professionals today are not of that mindset,” Braun countered.  “They’re 
overwhelmed.  They haven’t figured out what to do with the last set of data that we’ve given 
them, and so their immediate reaction to ‘Here’s another new data type’ is going to be negative.  
This new world of data is coming at us faster than we can prepare them.” 

Fogal offered analogy in support of Braun’s point:  “When distributed control systems came in, 
alarms became free and all of a sudden everything was alarmed and we couldn’t make sense of 
anything because we were drowning in data.  When I hear ‘Big Data,’ I often ask, ‘Why’?  There 
are good answers emerging, but what’s the intrinsic value of it? Or is it just a big science 
project?” 

“The most important point,” answered Boncimino, “Is what are the data products?  Not just 
selling data, but what are the real data products that bring high value that will make billions of 
dollars?  Once you know what product you’re going to create, that requires a line straight to your 
data, you can start working all the issues.  But the key is, you have to be thinking from the start 
of the product and the market.  Otherwise you’re just circling.” 

“The challenge,” suggested Taylor, “Is to encourage IT to take the perspective of ‘the art of the 
possible’ of the pieces that are in place today, rather than saying ‘We can’t do that, our belief 
system doesn’t support that.’ It’s about being engaged with the solutions people.  You want that 
joint ownership, for both sides to feel like they’ve got a vested interest in coming up with the 
best solution in the first phase — and knowing it’s not the last phase,” Taylor concluded. “There 
are plenty more opportunities to evolve.” 
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